There are TWO very different breeds of Corgi: the Cardigan and Pembroke.

Cardigans have tails and some are merle colored. Pembrokes don’t have tails and are never merle.

However, there are many OTHER differences between these two breeds!

Among these differences are leg conformation, ear shape, head type, and TEMPERAMENT. These two breeds are VERY different.

Recently, unethical breeders have begun selling so-called “merle Pembrokes.” Sometimes they call them “American Corgis.”

There is NO SUCH THING as a merle Pembroke. These are MUTTS.

Some people claim merle is recessive. THIS IS A LIE.

Worst of all, the breeders making these merle mutts are not doing important health testing of the parents before breeding.

Before you buy a “merle Pembroke” or “American Corgi,” ask yourself:

Do you want a puppy from a breeder who LIES to sell dogs?!

Don’t be fooled. Don’t support unethical “merle Pembroke” breeders.